
HOW TO GROUND AND
HARMONIZE WITH

ARCHANGEL ENERGY

What will you find 
in your A Little Zen Box this month?

Hello Magic Maker!

We are so excited to share the magic of the Archangels with you in this
month’s box! I’ve been doing a ton of work with this lovely group of entities
and so many miracles have been happening for me. This is why I had to
share some special tools and instructions to help you ground and
harmonize with archangel energy this month. Here is what you will find in
your box:

Black Tourmaline Gemstone Pyramid
Harmony Votive Candle + Holder
Holy Santo Dried Hyssop
A Wood Incense Holder
An Intuitively Chosen Archangel Incense Cone Set

Carnelian Sand
A Crystal Grid Insert
3 Banded Agate Tumbled Stones
3 Chevron Amethyst Tumbled Stones



Welcome, Gorgeous,
to this month’s box!

An Archangel is a highly revered celestial being deeply woven into the
tapestry of diverse religious and spiritual traditions. These beings are
commonly perceived as the highest-ranking and most influential among
the angelic hierarchy. They hold a unique and exalted status in the angelic
realm.

Archangels are recognized as powerful messengers and agents of divine
will. They serve as intermediaries between the divine realm and the human
world, facilitating communication and interaction between these two
planes of existence. This essential role grants them a special place in the
hearts and minds of believers and seekers alike.

We are soooooooo excited to share the magic with you! Are you
ready to create some damn magic?

Are you ready to embark on a profound journey of self-discovery with this
specially curated A Little Zen Box, dedicated to the enchanting realm of
archangel energy? We certainly are! So, let's embark together on this
transformative odyssey and unlock the boundless power of flow, enabling
you to tap into your divine connection with the universe. Join us as we
traverse this mystical path and guide you through the extraordinary
treasures nestled within this box, unveiling the gateway to inner vision and
infinite possibilities.

 WHAT IS AN ARCHANGEL?
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However, Archangels are not solely messengers;
they are also guardians and guides. They are known
for their profound protective and guiding roles,
watching over individuals, communities, and even
entire nations. Archangels are often invoked for
assistance, offering their wisdom, strength, and
divine influence to help individuals navigate life's
challenges and spiritual journeys.



In essence, Archangels represent the bridge between the earthly and
heavenly realms, symbolizing the profound connection between humanity
and the divine. They inspire awe, reverence, and a deep sense of spiritual
connection among those who seek their guidance and blessings.
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Throughout history, Archangels have been associated with a wide range of
qualities, virtues, and attributes, each having its unique significance. They are
seen as luminous beings of pure light and love, embodying the divine
qualities they represent.

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A REGULAR ANGEL
AND AN ARCHANGEL?

One common belief is that the distinction between regular angels and
archangels lies primarily in their roles, hierarchy, and significance within
various religious and spiritual traditions. Here are the key differences:

1. Hierarchy:
   - Regular Angels: Regular angels, often referred to as guardian angels or
simply angels, are considered to be a part of the angelic hierarchy. They
are spiritual beings tasked with various duties, including guiding and
protecting individuals, delivering messages, and carrying out divine
missions.
   - Archangels: Archangels are typically regarded as a higher order of
angels, often at the top of the angelic hierarchy. They are considered to be
of greater power and significance compared to regular angels.
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2. Roles and Responsibilities:

 - Regular Angels: Regular angels have a wide range of roles and responsibilities,

from guiding individuals and providing spiritual support to intervening in

everyday life events. They are often seen as personal guardians and

messengers.

- Archangels: Archangels have specific roles associated with divine tasks. They

are commonly viewed as messengers of God, tasked with delivering important

messages, guiding nations, and overseeing major cosmic and spiritual events.

Archangels are often associated with specific virtues, such as healing, protection,

wisdom, or justice.

3. Number and Names:

- Regular Angels: Regular angels are believed to be numerous and are not

typically named individually. They are often seen as a collective group of divine

beings.

-Archangels: Archangels are often named individually and are usually

associated with distinct qualities or purposes. Commonly recognized archangels

include Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel, among others.

4. Significance:

- Regular Angels: Regular angels are highly regarded for their role in providing

personal guidance and protection. They are seen as divine companions on an

individual's life journey.

 - Archangels: Archangels hold a more elevated status due to their roles in major

divine interventions and cosmic events. They are often invoked for assistance in

matters of great importance and are considered powerful intercessors.

5. Cultural and Religious Variations:

The concept of regular angels and archangels can vary among different

religious and spiritual traditions. While some traditions have well-defined

hierarchies and roles for both, others may have different classifications or

interpretations.



Archangel Focus Role

Archangel
Michael

Archangel Michael is often depicted as a
powerful protector and warrior. He is

associated with qualities such as courage,
strength, and divine guidance. Many

people call upon Archangel Michael for
protection from negative energies or

situations.

Michael is considered the leader of the
Archangels and is often depicted
wielding a sword to cut through
obstacles and provide spiritual

assistance during challenging times.

Archangel
Gabriel

Archangel Gabriel is known as a
messenger and communicator. He is
associated with qualities like clarity,

intuition, and creativity. Gabriel assists
individuals in expressing their truths and

divine messages.

Gabriel is often regarded as the
Archangel who delivered important

messages to various prophets,
including the Annunciation to the

Virgin Mary about the birth of Jesus.

Archangel
Raphael

Archangel Raphael is the healer and guide
to physical and emotional well-being. He

is associated with qualities like
compassion, love, and healing. Raphael is
often invoked for physical and emotional

healing.

Raphael's primary role is to provide
healing and support to those in need.
He guides individuals toward wellness,

both in terms of health and life's
challenges.

Archangel
Uriel

Archangel Uriel is associated with wisdom,
illumination, and insights. He is often
regarded as the Archangel of divine

knowledge and understanding. Uriel helps
individuals gain clarity and make wise

decisions.

Uriel's role involves illuminating the
path of spiritual enlightenment and
helping individuals find solutions to

complex problems through inner
wisdom.

Archangel
Chamuel

Archangel Chamuel is associated with
love, relationships, and emotional healing.

He helps individuals in finding love,
mending relationships, and cultivating

self-love and compassion.

Chamuel's role is to assist individuals
in strengthening their bonds of love,

whether with others or themselves. He
helps mend broken hearts and fosters

harmonious relationships.

Archangel
Metatron

 Archangel Metatron is often associated
with spiritual transformation, ascension,

and divine records. He is believed to
oversee the Akashic Records, which

contain the history of every soul's journey.

Metatron guides individuals on their
spiritual path, helping them access

divine knowledge and understand their
soul's purpose. He supports spiritual

growth and evolution.

Archangel
Haniel

Archangel Haniel is associated with
intuition, grace, and the moon's energy.
She helps individuals connect with their

inner wisdom, intuition, and feminine
qualities.

Haniel assists in enhancing one's
intuition, particularly related to cycles
and emotional insights. She also helps

individuals embrace their divine
feminine energy.

Archangel
Melchizedek

Archangel Melchizedek is associated with
spiritual development, ascension, and

higher consciousness. He helps individuals
in their spiritual growth and understanding

of divine mysteries.

Melchizedek guides individuals on the
path of spiritual enlightenment,

assisting in raising their vibrations and
attaining higher levels of

consciousness.
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 WHO ARE THE MAIN ARCHANGELS?
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A LITTLE MORE ABOUT 
THE ARCHANGELS

The term "Archangel" has its origins in Greek. "Arch" means "chief" or "principal,"

and "angelos" means "messenger" or "messenger of God." Therefore, an

Archangel is often considered the chief or principal messenger of the divine. The

concept of Archangels dates back to ancient religious texts and scriptures,

including those of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. While the term itself may have

evolved over time, the idea of celestial beings with significant roles in the cosmos

is ancient. What’s more, the earliest references to Archangels can be found in

ancient religious texts, such as the Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) in Judaism. For

example, Archangel Michael is mentioned in the Book of Daniel. The term

"Archangel" itself has been in use for centuries, becoming more widely

recognized in various cultures and belief systems.

ANGEL NUMBERS AND THE ARCHANGELS

111: Linked with new beginnings and guided by Archangel Michael.

444: Signifying angelic protection and healing, often connected to Archangel Raphael.

555: Represents change and transformation, associated with Archangel Chamuel.

666: Signifying balance and harmony, with Archangel Zadkiel offering guidance.

777: A sign of divine intervention and spiritual awakening, often linked to Archangel

Michael.

888: Associated with abundance and prosperity, guided by Archangel Jophiel.

999: Indicates the completion of a cycle and spiritual enlightenment, with Archangel

Azrael offering support.

Angel numbers are a concept in numerology and spiritual belief systems that

suggest certain numbers are associated with divine guidance and messages

from angels, including Archangels. These numbers are believed to carry specific

vibrations and meanings, often interpreted as messages or signs from the

spiritual realm. Angel numbers are typically repetitive sequences of digits, such

as 111, 444, or 777. Here's a brief rundown of some common angel numbers and

their associated Archangels:
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WHY DO THE ARCHANGELS 
CARE ABOUT US?

Archangels care about humanity deeply due to their

divine roles as intermediaries between the spiritual and

human realms. They are guided by a profound sense of

purpose, playing essential roles in the fulfillment of the

divine plan, which includes the spiritual growth and well-

being of all beings. Their care extends to every individual,

driven by their unconditional love and compassion for all

living creatures, regardless of beliefs or actions.

Archangels also act as guardians of the human realm,

offering protection from negative influences and

watching over us as we navigate the complexities of life.

Their vigilant care ensures that we have the opportunity

to make choices aligned with our spiritual growth. They

are invested in our spiritual evolution, guiding us through

life's challenges, encouraging soulful choices, and

facilitating our understanding of our divine nature.

Respecting the principle of free will, Archangels provide

assistance and care without interfering unless specifically

asked for help. When we seek their guidance and

support, they respond with love and wisdom, always

honoring our choices. Their care for humanity contributes

to maintaining harmony and balance in the universe, as

our spiritual growth and well-being play a vital role in the

overall cosmic order. In essence, Archangels' care is an

expression of their divine roles and their innate qualities of

love, compassion, and dedication to our spiritual

journeys.



Black Tourmaline Pyramid
A protective and grounding pyramid-shaped crystal to shield
against negative energy.

Harmony Votive Candle + Holder
A Reiki-charged candle set in a glass holder, promoting
balance and inner peace.

What’s In The Box?

Holy Santo Dried Hyssop
Sacred dried hyssop herbs for purification and spiritual
cleansing.

A Wood Incense Holder
A natural wooden holder designed for burning incense cones.
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Intuitively Chosen Archangel Incense Cone Set
An archangel-inspired incense cone set chosen just for you
infused with divine energy for guidance and protection.

Carnelian Sand
Energetic sand for rituals and manifestation, often associated
with courage and motivation.

Crystal Grid Insert
A Seed of Life grid card for arranging and enhancing crystal
energies.

3 Banded Agate Tumbled Stones
Smooth and banded agate stones, known for balance and
harmony.

3 Chevron Amethyst Tumbled Stones
Polished Chevron Amethyst crystals for enhancing intuition and
insight.

So, what will you find in your magical zen box this time? We have included all
the magical healing tools you will need to connect, ground, and harmonize with
your special archangel. In your box, you will find:



Connect + Harmonize
with your Archangel
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As you embark on this ritual, embrace the theme of grounding and
harmonizing with the angelic energies that guide and protect us. This ritual is a
sacred journey to connect with Archangels and the Earth's nurturing embrace,
while setting intentions through a crystal grid and a candle ritual.

GROUNDING WITH ARCHANGEL INCENSE

Find a quiet and comfortable space where you won't be disturbed. Sit or
stand in a relaxed position.
Take a moment to center yourself by taking a few deep breaths. Inhale
deeply, and with each exhale, release any tension or distractions.
Light the Archangel Incense Cone in your box. Allow the incense to gently
smolder and fill the space with its delightful fragrance.
As you enjoy the aroma, close your eyes and focus on the sensation of
scent, which serves as a grounding force.
During this moment, acknowledge that a specific Archangel has chosen to
be with you. Feel a sense of gratitude and appreciation for their presence.

The first step of our ritual is all about grounding yourself and creating a sense
of presence. Grounding is essential as it helps you establish a strong
connection with the energies around you. In this step, we'll use the soothing
scent of your new Archangel Incense, and as the aroma fills the air, we'll
welcome the presence of the Archangel that has chosen to guide you on this
journey.

Why Grounding is Important: Grounding is like putting down roots. It stabilizes
your energy, keeping you centered and focused on the present moment. The
comforting scent of incense serves as a sensory anchor, helping you draw your
awareness to the here and now. This step also sets the stage for your unique
connection with your Archangel, as everyone participating in this ritual will have
a different Archangel presence.

Remember, in the next step, we'll delve deeper into meeting your Archangel
and learning more about their unique qualities and guidance. Enjoy this
grounding experience and the scents that envelop you.



If you haven't already, refer back to page 5 to discover which Archangel
has chosen to walk beside you. Read through the description of your
Archangel to familiarize yourself with their unique attributes and themes.
As you read about your Archangel, take note of any qualities or aspects
that resonate with you or seem relevant to your life's journey.
Sit in contemplation, inviting the Archangel's presence to surround you.
Visualize them in a way that resonates with you, whether as a radiant
being of light or another form that feels comfortable.
Take a moment to journal or reflect upon your intentions. How can your
Archangel guide you in areas of your life related to their themes? What
specific areas do you seek their assistance or insight?
Express gratitude for the Archangel's presence in your life and your
intention to connect with them more deeply.

In this next step, we will deepen our connection with the Archangel who has
chosen to accompany you on your journey. This Archangel was uniquely
selected for you and is your guide and protector. We'll take a moment to
learn more about their qualities and attributes, setting the stage for a
profound connection. This step encourages you to connect with your
Archangel's themes and set intentions to align with their guidance.

Why Connecting with Your Archangel is Important: Your Archangel is your
divine companion, offering guidance, support, and wisdom. By learning about
their specific qualities, you can harness their energy to assist you on your
path. This connection fosters a sense of spiritual companionship, trust, and
harmony.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

By embracing your Archangel's energies and setting intentions, you open a
channel for their guidance and support. As you move forward in this ritual,
remember that your Archangel is your ally on this spiritual journey.
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EMBRACING ARCHANGEL ENERGIES
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In this step, we'll work with sacred geometry and the
energy of crystals to amplify your intentions. The Seed
of Life Crystal Grid Card and carefully selected
crystals will assist in grounding, protection, and
harmonizing your energy. We'll set a powerful
intention, connecting it with the crystals to magnify its
impact on your spiritual journey.

Why Crystal Grid Intention Setting is Important: Crystal
grids are potent tools for manifesting intentions. They
enhance the energy of your desires, promoting
alignment with your spiritual path. Grounding,
protection, and harmony are foundational elements
of your journey, and the crystals will aid in
strengthening these aspects.

CRYSTAL GRID INTENTION SETTING

Begin by holding the Seed of Life Crystal Grid Card in your hands. Feel its
intricate design connecting you to the universe, forming the foundation for your
intentions.
Choose an intention that resonates with you based whatever came up for you
with your special archangel. For example, you may set an intention such as, "I
move through obstacles with ease as Archangel Michael leads the way."
Place the Black Tourmaline Pyramid at the center of the Seed of Life grid card.
This powerful stone will serve as the anchor for your intention, grounding and
protecting you.
Symmetrically arrange the 3 Banded Agate Tumbled Stones and 3 Chevron
Amethyst Tumbled Stones around the Black Tourmaline. Visualize these crystals
as points of light, forming a radiant star of energy.
Gently touch each crystal, one by one, with focused intention. As you do so,
imagine energy flowing between them, connecting, and harmonizing. See your
intention as a vibrant, shimmering light at the center of this crystal star.
Take a few moments to breathe deeply, feeling the energy of the crystals
merging with your own. Sense the grounding, protective, and harmonizing
energies enveloping you.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

When you feel connected and the energy is strong, express gratitude for the
crystals, the Seed of Life, and the intentions you've set.

Through this crystal grid, you've magnified your
intention for grounding, protection, and harmony.
These energies will remain with you on your spiritual
journey, helping you navigate with clarity and
balance.



Set the Harmonia Reiki Charged Harmony Votive Candle and the
accompanying glass candle holder in front of you in your sacred space.
Before lighting the candle, take a moment to center yourself. Focus on
your intention for grounding, protection, and harmony with your special
archangel.
Now, sprinkle a pinch of Carnelian Sand on and around the candle, trying
to get some by the base of the candle. This fiery stone enhances
motivation and courage, aligning perfectly with our intention.
Add a few Holy Santo Dried Hyssop Herbs to the candle as well. Hyssop
is known for its purifying properties and has been used in spiritual
practices for centuries.
As you light the candle, visualize the flame as a beacon of balance,
harmony, and connection with your archangel. Watch it dance and
flicker, carrying your desires to that archangel.
As the candle burns, speak your intention aloud. You might say
something like, "I am grounded, protected, and in harmony with my
special archangel." Feel the words resonate within you.
Visualize your intention expanding with the candle's flame. See it
radiating out into the universe, manifesting your desires for grounding,
protection, and harmony.
Take your time to sit in the gentle glow of the candle. You may want to
journal any insights, emotions, or sensations that arise during this time.
When you're ready to conclude the ritual, express gratitude for the
candle, the crystals, and the Archangel's presence in your life.
You can send allow the candle to burn out on it’s own (don’t leave it
unattended of course)or gently put out the candle (to relight at a future
time), but know that the essence of your intention continues to shine
within you.

Why Candle Ritual and Harmonizing are Important: Candle rituals are
ancient practices that help us focus our intentions, infusing them with the
flame's energy. This ritual solidifies our grounding, protection, and
harmonizing efforts, ensuring they remain a constant presence in our lives.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Through this candle ritual, your intention for grounding, protection, and
harmony has been solidified. As you carry the energy of this ritual with you,

may you find balance and serenity on your spiritual path.
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In this final step, we'll engage in a candle ritual to further
harmonize and empower our intentions. The Harmonia

Reiki Charged Harmony Votive Candle represents balance
and harmony, making it a perfect complement to our

grounding, protection, and harmonizing energies. We'll also
use Carnelian Sand and Holy Santo Dried Hyssop Herbs to

enhance our intention and connection with the divine.

CANDLE RITUAL AND HARMONIZING



Take a deep breath and center yourself once more. Feel the grounding
energy of the Black Tourmaline, the supportive presence of the Archangel,
and the harmonizing essence of the candle.
With a sense of gratitude, thank the Archangel who has found their way to
you. Recognize their guidance and protection on your spiritual journey.
Extend your appreciation to the crystals—the Black Tourmaline, Banded
Agate, and Chevron Amethyst—for their assistance in grounding,
protection, and harmonizing.
Acknowledge the divine energies that have surrounded you during this
ritual. Know that you are always supported by the universe.
When you're ready, slowly stand up and return to your daily life, knowing
that you can revisit this ritual whenever you need grounding, protection,
and harmony.

The closing of the ritual is a crucial step to acknowledge the completion of our
sacred work. It allows us to express gratitude, reflect on our experience, and
integrate the energy and intentions we've cultivated. This closing moment is
an opportunity to honor the Archangel, the crystals, and the divine energies
that have supported us throughout the ritual.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

May this closing moment bring you a sense of completion and gratitude. As
you move forward, carry the essence of the Archangel's presence, the crystal
energies, and your intentions with you. You are now aligned with the energies
of grounding, protection, and harmony, ready to navigate life's journey with
serenity and balance. Thank you!!! Huge hugsssss!

CLOSING IN GRATITUDE


